DO I SPEND THE
MONEY TO RUSTPROOF
MY CAR?


Used vehicles can be

rustproofed effectively. However,

Rust Converter
This is a product for controlling rust in
the auto industry. It is an economical,
effective, safe, and simple product that
converts rust into a black colored metal.
This metal has a hard protective, durable
coating to seal out moisture and oxygen
to prevent further rusting.
This is the first step to rustproofing a
used car that has existing rust. If you do
not apply this step first before
rustproofing or undercoating, you are
simply making it look nice for a short
while. You will make the rust worse if you
do not fix or stop it before rustproofing or
undercoating your vehicle.

rust should be pre-treated or
etched as security of permanent
adhesion to prevent future rust
problems.


Some damage from rust to

unibody vehicles can leave a
vehicle unsafe to drive as it

Examples of lager applications.

BENEFITS OF RUST
CONVERTER
 Converts rust to a water proof,

rust free surface and displaces
moisture.

depletes the structural integrity of a
unibody vehicle.
 There is no need to sand blast


Rustproofing gives you the

security of knowing your car is

or grind material before
application.

protected when salt hits the road.
 Works overnight.

 Long Lasting.

 Can be rustproofed over with

no problems.

 Should be used to convert

rusted surfaces to a material
ready surface, like an
undercoating.

RUST FACTS
 Rust depletes value of a vehicle.

 One rust repair can cost as much or
more than a complete rustproof and
undercoat.

 On average, rust begins the first 2-3
years on an unprotected vehicle.

 Rust causes seams to expand and
pop open, causing more damage and
allowing more rust to form.

 Replacing brake lines one time can
exceed the cost of a complete
rustproof and undercoat.

 A reputable rustproofer should offer
annual inspection and re-spray
services as a follow-up to the first
initial rustproof of your car or truck.

 Many rustproofers apply their
products over rust which is not
recommended by any sealant
manufactures.
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